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How to Get the Most Bang 
for Your Buck with ERM
What I Plan to Cover
Features to look for in ERM
Gold Rush-CO Alliance ERM
Some tips on using and saving 
money through your ERM
Confronted with the Problem
Libraries are spending an 
increasing amount on electronic 
resources
Difficult to search and manage 
electronic resources
Need a way to integrate local 
journal holdings with online 
databases
Solution: Develop ERM
In house programmers developed 
Gold Rush ERM for member 
libraries
Linux platform, Cold Fusion, Perl 
scripts
Available over the Internet
ASP platform
Evolution of Gold Rush
Alliance begins to sell at cost to 
libraries outside of consortium
33 libraries now use Gold Rush 
Partner with TLC/CARL and HW 
Wilson, and BCR to sell to libraries
Common Features of Gold 
Rush and ERM in General
Open URL Link Resolver—article 
linking
Public Search Interface-Article 





Article or Journal Finder
Customizable Results screens
Article Finder-link directly to article
Results with Direct Links to Articles
Remote Authentication




Searching made easy with A-Z List
Cost Saving Tips on ERM
Reports-content comparison
Subscriptions-central place to 
enter all information about 
vendor/database
Holdings-update and manage 
holdings in real time 
Reports
Ability to compare full text and 
indexing coverage between 
databases
Analyze holdings-how many are 
full text versus indexing




Compare Database Content 
Holdings
Ability to add all of your 
databases, primary publishers, and 
journals  
Ability to export your local 
holdings from your LIS and 
integrate into Holdings module
Ability to update or create new 
holdings records








Incorporate Web 2.0 by creating 
an XML gateway-fully customizable 
interface
Incident Tracker-subscriptions
Add your own field and reorder 
sections in subscriptions
Conclusion
Gold Rush is successful because of 
member libraries and ongoing 
customers
We have continued to develop the 
software as ERM’s have evolved
Gold Rush has been a partnership 
between libraries and the CO 
Alliance
